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Uniloc has prepared these contentions based on the opinion of those of skill in the art as to how the Accused Instrumentalities likely
operate, based on statements of the Defendants and the characteristics of the technical standards to which Defendants claim to
conform. Uniloc will update these contentions, upon confirmation through discovery of how the Accused Instrumentalities operate.

lpre. Amobile|The Accused Instrumentalities are mobile radiotelephony devices.
radiotelephony
device, For example, the Samsung Galaxy Note8 is a smartphone with mobile telephone capabilities, as seen below.
comprising:

Galaxy Notes

Source: https://www.samsung.com/us/mobile/galaxy/
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Source: https://www.samsung.com/us/galaxy/note8/specs/

NETWORK Technology GSM/HSPA/ LTE COLLAPSE 4

2G bands GSM 850 / 900 / 1800 / 1900 - SIM 1 & SIM 2 (dual-SIM modelonly)

3G bands HSDPA850 / 900 / 1700(AWS)/ 1900 / 2100

4G bands LTE band 1(2100), 2(1900), 3(1800), 4(1700/2100), 5(850), 7(2600), 8(900),
12(700), 13(700), 17(700), 18(800), 19(800), 20(800), 25(1900), 26(850), 28(700),
32(1500), 38(2600), 39(1900), 40(2300), 41(2500), 66(1700/2100)

Speed HSPA 42.2/5.76 Mbps, LTE-A (5CA) Cat16 1024/150 Mbps
GPRS Yes

EDGE Yes

Source:https://www.gsmarena.com/samsung galaxy note8-8505.php
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Accused Instrumentalities

Te”
la.blocking The Accused Instrumentalities include blocking means for preventing a normal operation of the mobile
means for radiotelephony device, wherein the normal operation include a processing of outgoingcalls.
preventing a
normal For example, the Accused Instrumentalities include a password, pattern, PIN and biometric security functions that
operation of the|locks the phone and prevents the phone from being used, including to place outgoing calls, until the
mobile pattern/PIN/Biometric is entered correctly, as seen below.
radiotelephony
device, wherein

the normal

operation Biometric authentication + Samsung Knox
include a Uniock at once

processing of
outgoing calls;

peekaiete

samsuns KNOX

Source: https://www.phonearena.com/news/Samsung-Galaxy-Note-8-Securi

the lock screenif its awake} Before you can openanappor contact

need to unlock your phone,whichis whereiris scanningis really quick

andeasy.
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Accused Instrumentalities

-note-8-tips-and-tricks-the-

$-pen-is-mightier-than-the-sword

Quick Dial is easy to toggle on (Settings > Advanced Features > Galaxy Labs >

Quick Dial). Once enabled, you can access the feature by a long press of the home

key from any screen, even when the display is off. If your phone is locked with
fingerprint, you can use Quick Dial after unlocking the phone.

Source: https://news.samsung.com/global/quick-dial-the-easy-fast-way-to-make-a-phone-call

You'll have to set a secure

screenlock pattern orPIN.

MORE VIDEOS

> 4) o31/218 rea TT

Source: https://www.phonearena.com/news/Samsung-Galaxy-Note-8-Security-video id98572

If this term is determined to be governed by 35 U.S.C. § 112(6), the identity of the structure(s), act(s), or
material(s) in the Accused Instrumentality that performs the claimed function is found within the body of the
explanation above. Further structure may include the Accused Instrumentalities’ underlying chipsets and other
components for carrying out the above, including combinations of hardware and software.
The Accused Instrumentalities includetiming means for activating the blocking means in response to the mobile
radiotelephony device being inactive during the normal operation of the mobile radiotelephony device for a
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Accused Instrumentalities

defined period of time subsequent to a mountingofa linked useridentification module inside the mobile
radiotelephony device.

activating the
blocking means
in response to
the mobile

radiotelephony
device being
inactive during
the normal

operation ofthe
mobile

radiotelephony
device fora

For instance, subsequentto a valid SIM card(user identification module) being inserted into the Accused
Instrumentalities and the security functionality is enabled, access to the Accused Instrumentalities is blocked after
a time period of 5 seconds, 15 seconds, 30 seconds, 1 minute, 2 minutes, 5 minutes or 10 minutes has passed
since the last interaction,as illustrated below.

INTERACTIVE TUTORIA’

Insert SIM& Memory CardI

defined period
of time

subsequent to a
mounting of a
linked user

The Missing SIM icon vill be displayedin the
Notification bar when there is no SIM cardin the device

water damage

The SIM & microSDtrayis located on the top left side of
the device. To Insert a SIM card, Trst Insert a SIM tool or
Paperclip into the small hole to eject the SIM tray

identification

module inside

the mobile

radiotelephony
device,and

) Insert the Nano-SIM card into the SIM tray with the gold
contacts facing down and the notched edgein the lower
lett

sert the microSD card into the SIM tray with the gold a

Next step
ee)

Updated 1/18 2:10 PM CS

Source:

https://www.att.com/devicehowto/tutorial.html#!/interactive/id/interactive 1500016230?make=Samsung&model

=SamsungN950U
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